Case Study
Background
Whilst our demands on power are extremely high and important to every shoot
that we do, we are just photographers, not electrical engineers. So it’s
important that we have an understanding of what is going on in the back of our
vehicle. We need to be confident in every aspect of the equipment we use and
have an understanding of how much power we have, are using and how much
power we are creating. Our creativity as photographers stops without the
powered systems.
What problem did RedVision resolve
We used to cart around generators and we never really knew when the fuel
would run out, so we were always worried about the result of a power outage.
The Revolution Lithium Batteries with the REDARC Manager30 and Redvision
monitoring give me a longer draw of power meaning more power and most
importantly, an easy to understand interface provides me peace of mind of
percentage and usable hours of battery remaining. Absolutely amazing.
How do you use RedVision
At a glance, I can see battery and water levels in an easy to understand
graphical layout. At the touch of a button I can analyse power coming in and
power going out. This is so important as I can easily understand how long we
will be able to work for, and how many camera, lighting or drone batteries we
will be able to charge.
REDARC Support
I was fortunate that REDARC assisted in the massive calculating of power
usage that we have and was then able to assist with specifying a system which
would work to suit our requirements. Usually, whenever I am at a 4WD show, I
ask one of the REDARC staff about any questions I might have and they are
always extremely helpful.
Key benefit
The quick reference display of power available and at a click of a button, I have
a visual and graphical display of where the power is coming from and how much
power is coming in and going out of the system. That is amazing and is probably
the most important item to me.

I absolutely love how easy this
system makes my life as a
photographer.

About: Offroad Images
Offroad Images have been
involved in photography for over 25
years. They have provided creative
to clients and the magazine
industry as a preferred supplier of
photography to primarily the
automotive scene, specialising in
anything which has been designed
to be used in the Outback.

Vehicle: 76 series landcruiser
Accessories fitted:
REDARC Manager30
REDARC 2x 150watt solar panels
REDARC 3000 watt Pure Sine
Wave Inverter

Accessories controlled by
RedVision:
60L ARB Fridge
Travel Buddy oven
Water tanks
Camping lights
USB and Cigarette outlets

Case Study
I needed something easy to understand that wouldn’t stress me
out while I was trying to do what I do best... create imagery. I
can charge anything and run anything with the confidence of
how long I can do it for.

Want to know more? Visit
www.redarc.com.au/redvision

